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Main message (?)

• Europe lags the US in tertiary education,  
both in quality and quantity.

• Little difference in primary and secondary.
• Little difference in public spending on 

tertiary
• Large difference in private spending on 

tertiary
• Large difference in quality and incentives(?)



Where is the difference EU-US?

• At both ends:
• Europe has much higher proportion below 

secondary.
• Europe has much lower proportion with 

highest level of tertiary.
• Difficult to square with small difference in 

years of schooling.



Why do we care?

• Growth?
• Income distribution? (Not really a problem at 

present(?))
• Contribution to research? (Want more 

European Nobel prices?)
• Not considered: relevance for post-

enlargement EU.



Critical remark I:
Is mobility so important?

• Intra-European mobility is low, but mobility 
across Atlantic is not.

• Europeans might move if ‘the conditions are 
ripe’.

• Maybe case for mobility is to increase 
competition.



Critical remark II:
What can we learn from intra-EU variability?

• Intra-European differences larger than 
difference average EU versus (average) US.

• Are differences among EU linked to 
economic performance?

• What differences matter most?  Quantity or 
structure (apprenticeship versus general 
education).



Key issue: 
Link between education and growth?

• Stylized facts: 
• Europe catches up in terms of education.
• Europe°s growth performance deteriorates.
• Both in relative (EU-US) and absolute terms.



Link between education and growth?

• More education = higher growth and faster 
catch-up does not work without additional 
elements. 

• Rate of technological progress accelerates?
• Catch-up potential exhausted?



Why do we care?
Innovative potential?

• Lisbon promised more growth through 
knowledge society.

• One way to measure whether Europe is on 
this route is to look at R&D.



Innovation intensity, the G-3 compared
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Innovation intensity

• The conclusion is simply:
• Europe lags on all accounts …



Quantity and quality: 
R&D intensity and productivity 

Research 
Intensity 

Research productivity: patents per 
thousand 

Country 

% of 
workers in 

R&D 
EPO 

 
USPTO 

Average 
EPO and 
USPTO  

U.K. 0.32 0.19 0.14 0.16 
EU 0.28 0.29 0.17 0.23 
U.S.A.  0.69 0.19 0.63 0.41 
Japan 0.65 0.26 0.47 0.37 

 Own calculations based on CEPS (2003).



Quantity problem has no quick fix

• Attaining the Lisbon (EU investment in R&D 
of 3% of GDP) means an increase of  70 %.

• This requires about 70 % more highly 
qualified researchers, which need to be 
trained.

• Cohorts ready for University declining….
• It  takes a decade to become effective.



Quality Problem?

• Low rate of commercially exploitable ideas 
per worker cannot be solved by 
governments.

• But a bit of competition should help:
• Open all national R&D funding (95 % of EU 

total) to EU wide competition.  Should help 
concentration and avoid duplication.



Conclusions: what role for Europe?

• Europe could help addressing the problems 
concerning the insufficient quantity and 
quality of R&D spending:

• Increase part of EU budget (by 0.1-0.2 % of 
GDP;  no crowding out?)

• Open national funding for EU competition 
(increase efficiency of 5 % of GDP by 10 %: 
equals increase in resources by 0.5 % of 
GDP.


